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(54) Title: ADAPTIVE SOUND FIELD CONTROL

(57) Abstract: The present invention relates
to a method for controlling one or more
loudspeakers provided in an enclosure, such
as a listening room or an automobile cabin,
the method comprising the steps of: (i) pro
viding said one or more loudspeakers (2, 3,
4) with an audio input signal (5) whereby a
sound field (10) is generated in the enclosure
(1), and determining the corresponding

= acoustic power output APO(f) emitted from
the one or more loudspeakers (2, 3, 4) into
said enclosure (1); (ii) determining an acous
tic contribution or room gain RG(f) of the
enclosure (1) to the generated sound field
(10); (iii) optionally determining a listening
position interface LPI(f) that characterises a
listener's ability to receive sound energy
from a sound field at the specific place in the
sound Field, in which he is located; and (iv)
determining a filter characteristic as a fun c
tion of the acoustic power output, the acous

00 tic contribution or room gain RG(f) of the

o enclosure to the sound field in the enclosure

© and optionally the listening position interface
between the sound field at the listening posi
tion and a listener placed at this position.

o The invention furthermore relates to a system for carrying out the above method and specifically to the use of the method and sys
tem for obtaining optimal audio reproduction in confined spaces such as automobile cabins.



ADAPTIVE SOUND FIELD CONTROL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates generally to a method and a system for controlling loudspeakers in a

room and more specifically to such methods and systems optimised for use in small and/or

closed enclosures, such as the cabin of a vehicle, for instance a car.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Methods and systems having the capability to adjust a speaker system to its environment are

known within the art. Such methods and systems comprise for instance single point room

equalization, obtained by measuring sound pressure in one point near the listening position

and subsequent direct inverse filtering. Another prior art procedure comprises adjusting a

loudspeaker to its acoustic environment and controlling the acoustic energy in the sound

field. Still another procedure comprises adjusting the loudspeaker according to the listening

position.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to a first aspect of the present invention there is provided a method for controlling

one or more loudspeakers provided in an enclosure, such as a listening room or an

automobile cabin, the method comprising the steps of:

(i) providing said one or more loudspeakers with an audio input signal whereby a sound field

is generated in the enclosure, and determining the corresponding acoustic power output

APO(f) emitted from the one or more loudspeakers into said enclosure;

(ii) determining an acoustic contribution or room gain RG(f) of the enclosure to the

generated sound field;

(iii) optionally determining a listening position interface LPI(f) that characterises a listener's

ability to receive sound energy from a sound field at the specific place in the sound field, in

which he is located;



(iv) determining a filter characteristic as a function of the acoustic power output, the acoustic

contribution of the enclosure to the sound field in the enclosure and optionally the listening

position interface between the sound field at the listening position and a listener placed at

this position

According to an embodiment of the method according to the invention, the acoustic power

output APO(f) from the one of more loudspeakers is determined by power averaging of

measured sound pressures at a plurality of random positions scattered over substantially the

entire internal space of said enclosure.

According to an embodiment of the method according to the invention, the acoustic

contribution RG(f) of the enclosure to the sound field in the enclosure is determined by

carrying out the following steps:

(i) placing a sound source, such as a dedicated measurement loudspeaker, at a measurement

position in the enclosure;

(ii) measuring sound pressure at a plurality of positions within the enclosure while emitting

an acoustic signal by means of said sound source;

(iii) calculating the power averaged sound pressure of the sound pressures at said plurality of

positions;

(iv) while keeping the sound source at said measurement position, measuring sound

pressures p \ and p i at two different positions in the near field of the sound source;

(v) based on the measured sound pressures at said two positions calculating the radiation

resistance Rr in the near field of the sound source;

(vi) based on said radiation resistance Rr calculating the acoustic power output from the

sound source;

(vii) calculating said acoustic contribution of the enclosure to the generated sound field as

the ratio between the square of the power averaged sound pressure of the sound pressures at

said plurality of positions and said acoustic power output from the measurement sound

source.

According to an embodiment of the method according to the invention, said listening

position interface LPI(f) is determined by placing a measurement sound source at an actual

listening position in said room or enclosure and calculating the radiation resistance in the



near field of the measurement sound source based on measurements of sound pressures p \

and p 2, respectively, at two positions, respectively The listening position interface is then

determined as a function of the ratio between the radiation resistance determined at a

reference listening position and the radiation resistance determined at said actual listening

position.

According to a specific embodiment of the method according to the invention, the listening

position interface is the square root of the ratio between the radiation resistance determined

at a reference listening position and the radiation resistance determined at said actual

listening position.

According to a specific embodiment of the method according to the invention, the reference

listening position is a position in free field.

According to an embodiment of the method according to the invention, said filter

characteristic is determined as the product of a speaker equalization filter, Speaker(f), and a

listening position interface equalization filter, Listener(f), wherein the speaker equalization

filter ensures the generation of a desired sound field in the enclosure while the listening

position interface equalization filter compensates for the actual access at the listening

position to the generated sound field.

According to an advantageous embodiment of the method according to the invention, a first

subset of those quantities that are needed for determining the speaker equalization filter,

Speaker(f), and the listening position interface equalization filter, Listener(f), are measured

during an initial calibration process and stored in storage means corresponding to different

conditions of the enclosure, and a second subset of said quantities is determined in teal time

during actual use of the enclosure.

According to a particularly advantageous embodiment, said second subset of quantities is

determined in fewer positions in the enclosure than those used for determining the same

quantities during said initial calibration process.

According to a second aspect of the present invention, there is provided a system for

controlling one or more loudspeakers provided in an enclosure, such as a listening room or

an automobile cabin, the system comprising:

(a) one or more microphones for measuring sound pressure at different positions in a sound

field in an enclosure;



(b) a measurement sound source that can be placed at chosen positions in said sound field in

said enclosure;

(c) means for, based on said measured sound pressures, determining the acoustic power

output APO(f) emitted from one o more loudspeakers into said enclosure, said one or more

loudspeakers generating a sound field in the enclosure;

(d) means for determining an acoustic contribution RG(f) of the enclosure to the generated

sound field based on a sound signal emitted by said measurement sound source and the

measurement of sound pressure in the near field of said measurement sound source at two

positions at different distances from the measurement sound source;

(e) means for determining a listening position interface LPI(f) that characterises a listener's

ability to receive sound energy from a sound field at the specific place in the sound field, in

which he is located, said determination of ILP(f) being based on a sound signal emitted by

said measurement sound source and the measurement of sound pressure in the near field of

said measurement sound source at two positions at different distances from the measurement

sound source, where the measurement sound source is placed at a listener position in said

enclosure,

(f) means for determining a filter characteristic as a function of the acoustic power output,

the acoustic contribution of the enclosure to the sound field in the enclosure and the listening

position interface between the sound field at the listening position and a listener placed at

this position.

According to an embodiment of the system of the invention, said filter characteristic is a

function of a speaker equalization filter, Speaker(f), and a listening position interface

equalization filter, Listener(f).

According to an embodiment of the system of the invention, the system further comprises

means for storing said speaker equalization filter, Speaker(f), and said listening position

interface equalization filter, Listener(f) corresponding to different conditions of said

enclosure, or means for storing those quantities that are derived from measurements of said

sound pressures in the enclosure and that are used for determining the speaker equalization

filter, Speaker(f), and a listening position interface equalization filter, Listener(f).

According to an advantageous embodiment of the system according to the invention, the

system further comprises a set of microphones that can carry out real time measurements o

sound pressure during use of the enclosure and use these measurements together with



appropriately stored quantities to determine real time changes of said filter characteristic or

said speaker equalization filter, Speaker(f), and a listening position interface equalization

filter, Listener(f).

According to still an advantageous embodiment of the system according to the invention, the

system further comprises means for triggering said real time changes of filter characteristics,

for instance when the acoustic properties of the enclosure change, or when the acoustic

properties of the loudspeakers that create the acoustic field in the enclosure change-

Said triggering is performed manually by an operator, such as by the driver or a passenger in

a car or performed automatically, for instance by opening of a window in a car, or when the

number of persons in the cabin changes.

The present invention differentiates from the prior art at least with respect to the following

aspects:

- Adjustment of the performance in the full audible frequency range.

- According to the invention there are provided a number of individual options for

adjustment, such as:

- Acoustic power output (distributed energy);

- Room gain, which may vary according to the actual room design;

- Optimal listening position;

- Listening position combined with supplemental measurements in several positions;

- Real-time adaption, by applying a subset of measurement points from the complete set of

possible measurement points;

- Pre-shaped adjustments according to predefined knowledge data.

A specific embodiment of the method and system according to the invention will be

described in detail in the following, but it is understood that other embodiments, for instance

of the various functional entities used in the method and system would also be possible and

would fall within the scope of the present invention.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be better understood by reading the following detailed description

of an embodiment of the invention in conjunction with the drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 shows the three main elements (the acoustic power output from the loudspeakers,

the room gain and the listening position interface) of the present invention;

Figure 2 shows sampling of energy or power in a sound field in a room;

Figure 3 shows the measurement of room gain in a room or enclosure by using a special

measurement loudspeaker that could be placed at any position in the room or enclosure;

Figure 4 shows an example of a special measurement loudspeaker placed in a car at one of

the listening positions. The measurement loudspeaker is fitted with special means to allow

easy and reproducible measurement of sound pressure in two positions in the close near field

of the loudspeaker diaphragm;

Figure 5 shows measuring the listening position interface at a particular listening position;

and

Figure 6 shows real time adaptation that tracks changes of the energy or power in the sound

field based on measurements of sound pressure at a subset of random positions, for instance

three positions as shown in this figure,

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

In the following, a specific embodiment of the invention will be described in detail, but it is

understood that this embodiment only constitutes an example of how the general concepts of

the present invention can be implemented in practice.

A basic concept of the present invention is that the total transmission path from the electrical

input terminals) of the loudspeakers) to the sound pressure generated at the ears of a

listener in an enclosure can be described to constitute three main elements: (i) the acoustic

power emitted from the one or more loudspeakers into the enclosure when the one or more

loudspeakers are provided with electrical input signals, (ii) the influence of the acoustic

properties of the enclosure itself on the sound field created in the enclosure, i.e. on the

distribution of sound pressure and hence on average sound pressure generated in the



enclosure by the one or more loudspeakers emitting acoustic power into the enclosure, and

(iii) the coupling or interface between the created sound field in the enclosure and a listener

located at a given position in the enclosure. This is illustrated with reference to figure 1 that

shows the three elements that participate in creating a sound field 10 in an enclosure 1 such

as a listening room or automobile cabin. An example of how these three elements can be

measured in practice is illustrated with reference to figures 2 through 6 .

As shown in figure 1, one or more loudspeaker drive units 2, .3, 4 emit a total acoustic power

into the sound field 10 depending on the coupling to the sound field 10 from each driver

position and the interaction between the drive units Depending on the acoustic properties of

the listening room/enclosure, more or less power averaged sound pressure will be created in

the room/enclosure for a given acoustic power output into the sound field. In order to

characterize the influence of the room on the sound field generated herein, the quantity room

gain is introduced. Room Gain is here defined as the ratio between the squared power

averaged sound pressure in a room and the acoustic power into this room.

A listener's access to the sound field 10, i.e. his ability to receive sound energy from a sound

field and at the specific place herein in which he is located, depends on the coupling to the

sound field at the actual listening position, A listener is in figure 1 schematically indicated

by the head 6. This coupling can be described by the radiation resistance at the listening

position, for instance measured by placing a loudspeaker (14 in figures 3, 4 and 5) in the

listening position and measuring the radiation resistance seen by this loudspeaker into the

sound field.

Below follows a detailed description of methods for calculating the above three contributions

to the total transmission path and how to determine an electronic filter for obtaining a

specific target transmission from the electrical input to the loudspeakers to the ears of the

listener.

Figure 2 shows how the energy or power in a sound field can be measured by power

averaging a number of measured sound pressures at random positions 9 scattered across the

entire space in both x, y and z directions (length, width and height directions). It is

understood that although the figures represent the sound field in only two dimensions, the

actual field will of course be three-dimensional, and measurement points generally should be

distributed throughout the three-dimensional space. Equation 1 below shows how to

calculate the power averaged sound pressure. The number of random positions must be



higher than 1 and in a preferred embodiment it will be 9 positions, but good results can be

obtained with 4 positions .

is the power averaged sound pressure for a given content channel, e.g. front left

channel. p is the measured transfer function from the input 5 to a power amplifier (not

shown) to the sound pressure at the i'th random position, for instance the one designated by

9' in figure 2.

Figure 3 illustrates a method of measuring the room gain in a room/enclosure by using a

special measurement loudspeaker 14 that can be placed anywhere in the room.

After placing the special measurement loudspeaker 14 at a chosen position in the

room/enclosure as shown in figure 3, sound pressure at a number of random positions 11 is

measured while emitting acoustic signals through the measurement loudspeaker 14. Equation

2 shows how to calculate the power averaged sound pressure of the sound

pressures at these random positions.

is the power averaged sound pressure when emitting acoustic signals through the

special measurement loudspeaker 14 (the abbreviation RG stands for Room Gain). Figure 4

shows a practical example of such a special measurement loudspeaker mounted at a specific

location in an automobile cabin. p RG_i is the transfer function between the inputs to the power

amplifier to the measured sound pressure at the i'th random position. (It should be noted that

throughout this specification, all generated sound pressures are normalised with respect to

the input voltage to the respective amplifiers it is hence correct to designate for instance the

quantity PRG >as a transfer function).



While keeping the measurement loudspeaker 14 in the same position (see figure 3), the

transfer function from the input of the power amplifier to the sound pressure at two positions

12 and 13 differently spaced from the loudspeaker diaphragm but both in the very near field

of the diaphragm is then measured. The distance from the diaphragm to the closest position

12, in which position the sound pressure p t is measured, could be e.g 4 cm while the

distance to the other position, in which position the sound pressure p2 is measured, could be

e.g. 9 cm. Equation 3 shows how to calculate the mechanical radiation resistance, Rmr =

Re(Zm,r), from the two sound pressures pi and pi in the near field of the measurement

loudspeaker 14.

g is a real valued constant describing the scaling due to geometry etc. But g is unimportant in

the application and can be set to 1.

Figure 4 displays one example of a special measurement loudspeaker 14 placed in a car at

one of the listening positions. The measurement loudspeaker 14 is fitted with special means

15 to allow easy and reproducible measurement of sound pressure in two positions in the

close near field of the loudspeaker diaphragm .

After calculating the mechanical radiation resistance from equation 3 it is possible to

calculate the acoustic power output using equation 4.

vRG is the diaphragm velocity of the measurement loudspeaker, which can be estimated from

the difference between the two near field sound pressures p ( and p2 as given in equation 5

As for the constant g mentioned above, h is also a real valued constant, which is a function

of geometry, but which can be set to 1 here.



The Room Gain in the actual room/enclosure can now be calculated from the definition

given by equation 6.

Figure 5 shows how the special measurement loudspeaker 14 is used to determine the

listening position interface at a particular listening position. This measurement can be

repeated for as many listening positions as desired. Individual filters can then be designed for

each listening position or an average filter can be designed. According to a specific

embodiment of the invention, the listening position interface filter is left out, whereby a

global equalizing can then be designed. The listening position interface and the

corresponding part of the speaker equalization filter, Listener(f), is hence to be regarded as

an option.

The listening position interface is obtained from a similar measurement of two sound

pressures at positions 12 and 13, respectively, in near field of the measurement loudspeaker.

Again equation 3 can be used to calculate the mechanical radiation resistance from the two

measured sound pressures.

Adaptive Sound Field Control Equalization Filters:

The total equalization filter is split into two main components: a speaker equalization filter

and a listening position interface equalization filter as described in equation 7

The speaker equalization filter ensures generation of a desired sound field in the

room/enclosure while the listening position interface equalization filter compensates for the

actual access to the generated sound field.



The total acoustic power output from the loudspeaker driver(s) for a given content channel

can be calculated from the power averaged sound pressure and the measured Room Gain by

using equation 8.

Then the speaker equalization filter can be calculated from equation 9

is a desired target function for the acoustic power output, which may be fixed,

selectable or adaptive as a function of the measured total acoustic power output. This target

function may also include the difference between a desired Room Gain and the actual Room

Gain measured in the room/enclosure. A desired Room Gain may also be fixed, selectable or

adaptive to the actual room. According to one embodiment of the invention, the desired

Room Gain is equal to the actual Room Gain, i.e. preserving the natural Room Gain in the

actual room. An alternative embodiment is to use a desired Room Gain equal to the Room

Gain in a particular room of choice, e .g . an IEC 268-13 standard listening room.

A procedure of pre-shaping and aligning the response of the loudspeakers in the

room/enclosure may precede all the measurements described in this document. This is

equivalent to designing the basic loudspeaker in a particular room different or equal to the

room of usage before applying this procedure for adapting to the actual room/enclosure of

usage, E.g. a general trend of decreasing level with increasing frequency can be imposed

onto the loudspeaker system before starting the described procedure for adapting the

loudspeaker to the room/enclosure. Another example is performing dedicated equalization on

a specific loudspeaker driver to correct known problems with that loudspeaker driver, which

may be independent of the actual room of usage. Also specific equalization in the actual

room/enclosure of usage may be applied before the room adaptation procedure is started.

Equation 10 gives the listening position interface equalization filter target.



The radiation resistance in a reference listening position, can be

measured in a listening position where the access to the sound field is considered to be

optimal. E.g. a listening position where the step of pre-shaping and equalization before the

procedure of adapting to the room/enclosure is optimized may be used for this reference. A

preferred embodiment is, however, to use equal to the radiation

resistance in free field because in free field, a listener has equal access to all frequencies. The

theoretical radiation resistance in free field for a point source is frequency squared multiplied

by a constant depending on geometry.

Equation 11 now gives the complete equalization filter for an Adaptive Sound Field Control

(ASFC) system according to the described embodiment of the invention.

A special case is when no specific listening position is considered, i.e. equalization globally

valid to the whole room/enclosure. Then the total equalization filter reduces to the speaker

equalization filter, as in equation 32.

Real time adaptation

Another aspect of the present invention is the possibility of real time adaption to any changes

of loudspeaker drivers and acoustic properties of the room/enclosure. Loudspeaker drivers



are known to change as a function of aging and environment changes like temperature and

humidity. Also playing loud music will heat the loudspeaker drive units and in particular the

voice coils, which will also change the characteristics of the drive units .

Changing the acoustic properties of the room/enclosure can occur for numerous reasons, for

instance as a consequence of how many people are present in the room/enclosure, opening or

closing a window/door, opening or closing the roof in a car, fitting more or less

furniture/baggage etc. into the room/enclosure. Using room adaptation according to the

present invention provides a new possibility of tracking such changes in real time. The whole

procedure can be repeated under different configurations, e.g. open/closed windows, and the

corresponding equalization filters can be stored and selected manually or automatically when

the same configuration happens during use. Alternatively, the whole or a part of the

procedure can be performed during actual use in the actual configuration.

According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a subset of the random

positions is chosen that has been proved to contain the major part of information obtained by

the full set of random positions. Experiments show that a subset of 3 positions can be

selected to track the changes due to changes in loudspeaker drive units and/or acoustic

properties in the room/enclosure. This is shown in figure 6.

The three positions are sufficient when combining with the knowledge obtained in the full

set of random positions in an initial design or calibration step. The initial or calibration step

may be a collection of measurements in different configurations that can be manually

selected or automatically selected when the configuration changes.

Figure 6 shows a real time adaptation tracking changes from measurement of sound pressure

at a subset of random position, e.g. three positions.

In order to be able to carry out the adaptation in real time, i.e. during actual operation of for

instance an automobile, those parts of the filter that are determined by means of the

dedicated measurement loudspeaker 14 either located at the described position used for

determining room gain RG(f) or for determining the listening position interface, are

preferably pre-recorded during an initial or calibration phase, as the measurement of pi and

p2 in front of the measurement loudspeaker and/or the use of a measurement loudspeaker at

different positions in the enclosure would be difficult or in some situations even impossible

to implement during actual operation. Hence, according to a preferred embodiment of the

invention, in an initial or calibration phase these quantities are determined for all relevant

conditions in the particular enclosure, whereas the acoustic power output from the one or



more loudspeakers 2, 3, 4 can be estimated during actual operation, for instance by means of

the simplified three-microphone setup shown in Figure 6, which only applies three

microphones, whereas a larger number of microphones (or measurement positions) is

typically used in the initial or calibration phase. With reference to figures 2 and 3,

respectively, nine measurement positions are used in this phase.

For instance, an event can activate the adaption procedure to take place. The event is a

trigger to start the adaption algorithm and to perform the measurements, with the three

microphones for instance, the calculations and the adjustments accordingly. The trigger may

be of different types according to actual product requirements e.g. but not limited to: a)

automatically when the car is entered or the engine is started, or b) upon a specific control

command given by the user.

The command given by the user may be e.g. a pressure on button, a touch on a touch panel, a

spoken command or a given gesture from a hand or the like.

The information about the mode of the adaption procedure may be displayed, with an

indication of the transition from off-> initiated - > completed -> active. The type of display

may e.g. be a LCD screen, an OLED panel, an LED or the like.

In the preferred embodiment, a combined key input device (switch button) and display

device (an LED with multiple colour mode indications) constitute the user interface to the

adaption procedure.



CLAIMS

1. A method for controlling one or more loudspeakers provided in an enclosure, such as a

listening room or an automobile cabin, the method comprising the steps of:

(i) providing said one or more loudspeakers (2, 3, 4) with an audio input signal (5) whereby a

sound field (10) is generated in the enclosure (1), and determining the corresponding

acoustic power output APO(f) emitted from the one or more loudspeakers (2, 3, 4) into said

enclosure (1);

(ii) determining an acoustic contribution or room gain RG(f) of the enclosure (1) to the

generated sound field (10);

(iij) optionally determining a listening position interface LPI(f) that characterises a listener's

ability to receive sound energy from a sound field at the specific place in the sound field, in

which he is located;

(iv) determining a filter characteristic as a function of the acoustic power output, the acoustic

contribution or room gain RG(f) of the enclosure to the sound filed in the enclosure and

optionally the listening position interface between the sound field at the listening position

and a listener placed at this position,.

2 . A method according to claim 1, wherein said acoustic power output APO(f) is determined

based on power averaging of measured sound pressures at N positions scattered over the

internal space of said enclosure.

3. A method according to claim 1, wherein said acoustic contribution or room gain RG(f) of

the enclosure to the sound field in the enclosure is determined by carrying out the following

steps:

(i) placing a measurement sound source (14) at a measurement position in said enclosure (1);

(ii) measuring sound pressure at M positions ( 11) while emitting an acoustic signal by means

of said measurement sound source (14);

(iii) calculating the power averaged sound pressure of said sound pressures at said M

positions ( 11);



(vi) while keeping said measurement sound source (14) at said measurement position,

measuring sound pressures p i and pi, respectively, at two positions (12) and (13),

respectively, in the near field of the measurement sound source (14);

(v) based on the measured sound pressures at said two positions (12, 13), calculating the

radiation resistance in the near field of the measurement sound source (14);

(vi) based on said radiation resistance, calculating the acoustic power output from the

measurement sound source (14);

(vii) calculating said acoustic contribution or room gain RG(f) of the enclosure (I) to the

generated sound field (10) as the ratio between the square of the power averaged sound

pressure of the sound pressures at said M positions ( 11) and said acoustic power output from

the measurement sound source (14).

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein said listening position interface LPl(f) is

determined by placing a measurement sound source (14) at an actual listening position in

said room or enclosure and calculating the radiation resistance in the near field of the

measurement sound source (14) based on measurements of sound pressures p \ and pi,

respectively, at two positions (12) and (13), respectively, and wherein the listening position

interface is a function of the ratio between the radiation resistance determined at a reference

listening position and the radiation resistance determined at said actual listening position.

5. A method according to claim 4, wherein the listening position interface is the square root

of said ratio.

6. A method according to claim 4 or 5, wherein said reference listening position is a position

in free field.

7. A method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said filter characteristic is

determined as the product of a speaker equalization filter, Speaker(f), and a function G,

where G is either a function of frequency G(f) or a constant, which constant specifically can

be equal to unity, and wherein the speaker equalization filter ensures the generation of a

desired sound field in the enclosure (1).

8. A method according to claim 7, wherein said speaker equalization filter, Speaker(f), is

determined by the expression:



where is a desired target function for the acoustic power output, which target

function may be fixed, selectable or adaptive

9. A method according to any of the preceding claims, comprising the steps of:

(i) during an initial or calibration phase, measuring said acoustic contribution or room gain

RG(f) and optionally the listening position interface for different conditions of said enclosure

and storing the measurement results in storage means;

(ii) either during said initial or calibration phase determining said power average of

measured sound pressures for one or more of said different conditions of said enclosure and

storing the measurement results in storage means; or during said initial or calibration phase

determining said power average of measured sound pressures for one condition, such as a

reference condition, of said enclosure and storing the measurement result in storage means

and during actual use of the loudspeakers (2, 3, 4) in the enclosure carrying out

measurements of said sound pressures for up-dating the power averaged sound pressures,

thereby to carry out up-dating of said filter characteristic to correspond to changed

conditions of the enclosure

10, A method according to claim 9, wherein the number Nu of measurement positions used

for real-time updating of the filter characteristic is less than the corresponding number N

used in the initial or calibration phase.

11. A method according to claim 10, wherein N „ is equal to 3.

12. A system for controlling one or more loudspeakers provided in an enclosure, such as a

listening room or an automobile cabin, the system comprising:

(a) one or more microphones for measuring sound pressure at different positions (9, 11) in a

sound field (10) in an enclosure ( 1);

(b) a measurement sound source (14) that can be placed at chosen positions in said sound

field ( 10) in said enclosure ( 1);

(c) means for, based on said measured sound pressures, determining the acoustic power

output APO(f) emitted from one or more loudspeakers (2, 3, 4) into said enclosure (1), said

one or more loudspeakers (2, 3, 4) generating a sound field (10) in the enclosure (1);



(d) means for determining an acoustic contribution or room gain RG(f) of the enclosure (1)

to the generated sound field (10) based on a sound signal emitted by said measurement sound

source (14) and the measurement of sound pressure at two positions at different distances

from the measurement sound source (14) in the near field of a sound field generated by said

measurement sound source (14);

(e) optionally means for determining a listening position interface LPI(f) that characterises a

listener's ability to receive sound energy from a sound field at the specific place in the sound

field, in which he is located, said determination of ILP(f) being based on a sound signal

emitted by said measurement sound source (14) and the measurement of sound pressure in

the near field of a sound field generated by said measurement sound source (14) at two

positions at different distances from the measurement sound source (14), where the

measurement sound source (14) is placed at a listener position in said enclosure (1).

(f) means for determining a filter characteristic as a function of the acoustic power output,

the acoustic contribution of the enclosure to the sound field in the enclosure and optionally

the listening position interface between the sound field at the listening position and a listener

placed at this position.

13. A system according to claim 12, wherein said filter characteristic is a function of a

speaker equalization filter, Speaker(f), and a listening position interface equalization filter,

Listener(f).

14 A system according to claim 13, further comprising means for storing said speaker

equalization filter, Speaker(f), and optionally a listening position interface equalization filter,

Listener(f) corresponding to different conditions of said enclosure (1), or means for storing

those quantities that are derived from measurements of said sound pressures in the enclosure

and that are used for determining the speaker equalization filter, Speaker(f), and a listening

position interface equalization filter, Listener(f).

15. A system according to claim 14, further comprising a set of microphones that can carry

out real time measurements of sound pressure during use of the enclosure and use these

measurements together with appropriately stored quantities to determine real time changes of

said filter characteristic or said speaker equalization filter, Speaker(f), and optionally a

listening position interface equalization filter, Listener(f).

16 A system according to claim 14 or 15 further comprising means for triggering said real

time changes of filter characteristics, for instance when the acoustic properties of the



enclosure change, or when the acoustic properties of the loudspeakers (2, 3, 4) that create the

acoustic field (10) in the enclosure (1) change,

17, A system according to claim 16, wherein said triggering is performed manually by an

operator, such as by the driver or a passenger in a car

18, A system according to claim 16, wherein said triggering is performed automatically, for

instance by opening of a window in a car or when the number of persons in the cabin is

changed

19. The use of the system according to any of the claims 12 to 18 for implementing the

method according to any of the claims 1to 11

20. The method according to any of the preceding claims 1 to 11, or the system according to

any of the preceding claims 12 to 18 or the use of the system according to claim 19, wherein

said enclosure is the cabin of vehicle, such as a car.
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